Dynamic Information Design
Project 1: Timeline
Goals:

Illustrate a history of censorship with emphasis on key instances as well
as the flexiblity to store a large number of minor instances.
Comment on the tyrannical nature of censorship, create an atmosphere
of oppression and control.
Create a visually and functionally interesting site.
Have a strong conceptual basis.
Create a portfolio piece.
Further my ability to design with information and large amounts of
copy/content.

Target Audience:

Broad. Don’t want to exclude anyone but also don’t want to dumb down.

Key Words:

tragic, oppressed, authority, white-washed.

Mood Board;

Reference:

Inspirational Sites:

http://www.cocacolazero.com.br/musica/celular/index.jsp
http://www.thoughtpile.org/
http://msnbcmedia.msn.com/i/msnbc/components/spectra/spectra.html
http://interaktiv.mccann.no/eng/piracy/
http://microsites.audi.com/vdt-onlinespecial/html/popup.html
http://www.lexus-gs.ru/
http://www.panasonic.eu/designmuseum/
http://www.luminalive.sg/v2/index.php
http://www.luchtmacht-experience.nl/main.php#app=df83&e9balocation=mainbaseview
http://www.girleffect.org/#/video/
http://www.uniqlo.com/grid/
http://kashiwasato.com/#
http://www.milligram.ne.jp/
http://www.rhythmoflines.co.uk/
http://www.burstlabs.com/#section=2&subsection=0&q=&filters=&artistId
=0&trackId=0&compilationId=0&
http://www.trydrugs.net/popup.aspx

Content Outline:

Entries will be categorized by date, location, and type of censorship.
Types of censorship may include political, religious, moral, and possibly
other categories as additions are made.
Certain entries will be given greater emphasis than others. List as much
censored material as possible while highlighting certain key subjects.
Note: I’m continually adding to this list. The breadth of the subject entails
that I could never really finish.

Æsop
The fabulist Æsop is flung from a high rock by the priests of Delphi, an
execution for sacrilege. 585 BC
The Republic
The philosopher Plato advocates both insitutional and self censorship for
his utopia. 'The poet shall compose nothing contrary to the ideas of the
lawful, just, or beautiful or good, which are allowed in the State; nor shall
he be permitted to show his compositions to any private individual, until
he shall have shown them to the appointed censors and the guardians of
the law, and they are satisfied with them.' 443 BC
The Inquisition
The Inquisition is established by Pope Gregory IX to patrol and enforce
the orthodoxy of the Christian faith. The Inquisition, over the next four
hundred years, practices an extremely direct form of censorship involving
the examination of published works, their judgement of heretical content
or otherwise, and the seeking out and examination of the authors. 1235
Index Librorum Prohibitorum
Roman Catholic Churchs index of banned books. Created by Pope Paul
IV in 1559. Enforced in lower Europe and led to much self censorship.
Banned authors included Jean Paul Sartre, Voltaire, Jean-Jacques
Rousseau, David Hume, Rene Descartes, Francis Bacon, John Milton,
John Locke, Galileo Galilei, Blaise Pascal and Saint Faustina Kowalska.
Maintained up until 1966 when Pope Paul VI abolished it.
Tokugawa Dynasty
Tokugawa Dynasty of Japan enacts ridgid censorship which, among
other things, bans historical subjects. Lasts from 1641 to 1868.
Marquis de Sade
French government forces arrest the Marquis de Sade at the house of his
publisher in 1801. His controversial erotic/poltical fiction remained
banned into the 1960s in France.
Mutual Film Corporation v. Industrial Commission of Ohio
1915 US Supreme Court finding that movies were business and not
speech, thus the 1st Amendment did not apply. Many state/local censor
boards upheld.
Hays Code
Movie industry self-censorship adopted in 1930 out of fear of federal
censorship. Replaced by MPAA rating system in 1968.
The Satanic Verses
Banned in Bangladesh, India, Singapore, and Iran for blasphemy.
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini places a fatwa on Salman Rushdie, who
goes into hiding for nearly a decade.
Theo Van Gogh
Dutch filmaker of Submission, a film about violence against women in
Islamic societies. It shows four abused naked women, wearing
see-through dresses. Van Gogh was stabbed to death ion November 2,
2004.
Dutch Cartoons
In September 2005, the Danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten printed
twelve cartoons of Mohammed. This led to massive unrest in the Muslim
world (including more than 100 deaths), burnt embassies and international tension.

Secondary Censorship Events
The Wealth of Nations by Adam Smith
Banned in Communist nations. (Various dates)
Cuba imprisions dissidents
In 2003, Cuba imprisions 75 political dissidents and burns various books
distributed by the independent library movement which distributes books
outside of the state institution.
United States-Vietnam Relations: 1945-1967 by Relations: 1945-1967 by
Robert McNamara and the United States Department of Defense
President Nixon attempted to suspend publication of classified information in 1971.
Uncle Tom's Cabin by Harriet Beecher Stowe
Banned in the Southern States and Tzarist Russia. (1852)
Rights of Man by Thomas Paine
Banned in the UK and author charged with treason for supporting the
French Revolution (1791). Banned in Tzarist Russia after the Decembrist
revolt (1825).
Nineteen Eighty-Four by George Orwell
Banned by the USSR in 1950, as Stalin thought it was a view on his
country in the future, it was nearly banned by USA and UK in the early
1960s during the Cuban Missile Crisis, it was not until 1990, when the
USSR stopped banning the book and was re-released after editing the
book.
Naked Lunch by William S. Burroughs
Banned by Boston courts in 1962 for obscenity, but that decision was
reversed in 1966 by the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court.
Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain
Banned for use of the word 'nigger', portrayal of southern whites, and for
violence. (1885, 1902, various other dates)
The Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck
Banned in many places in the US. In the region of California in which it
was partially set, it was banned because it made the residents of this
region look bad. (1939)
Fanny Hill by John Cleland
Banned in the USA in 1821 for obscenity, then again in 1963. This was
the last book ever banned in the USA.
Droll Stories by Honoré de Balzac
Banned in Canada in 1914.
Doctor Zhivago by Boris Pasternak
Banned within the USSR until 1988 for its criticism of the Bolshevik Party.
The Da Vinci Code by Dan Brown
Banned in Lebanon after Catholic leaders deemed it offensive to
Christianity. (2003)
Candide by Voltaire
Seized by US Customs in 1930 for obscenity.

Burger's Daughter by Nadine Gordimer
Banned in South Africa in 1979 for going against the government's racial
policies.
Black Beauty by Anna Sewell
Was banned in South Africa in 1955 because of the use of the word
'black' in the title.
As I Lay Dying by William Faulkner
Banned in Kentucky for language and for being anti-Christian. (1986)
Areopagitica by John Milton
Banned in England for political reasons. (1644)
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll
Banned in the province of Hunan, China (1931) for the portrayal of
anthropomorphized animals acting on the same level as humans.
All Quiet on the Western Front by Erich Maria Remarque
Banned in Nazi Germany for demoralizing and insulting the Wehrmacht.
American Psycho by American Psycho
Theoretically banned in the Australian state of Queensland. Sale
restricted to persons 18+ in other states.
Albertine by Christian Krohg
Banned in Norway in 1886, immediately after its publishing
Animal Farm by George Orwell
Publication delayed in UK because of anti-Stalin theme. Confiscated in
Germany by Allied troops. Banned in 1946 in Yugoslavia. Also banned in
Kenya in 1991 and in the United Arab Emirates in 2002.
The Call of the Wild by Jack London
Banned in Yugoslavia and Italy. (1929 in both countries)
Droll Stories by Honoré de Balzac
Banned in Guatemala because it went against the ruling political leaders.
El Señor Presidente by Miguel Ángel Asturias
Banned within the USSR until 1988 for its criticism of the Bolshevik Party.
The Fugitive (Perburuan) by Pramoedya Ananta Toer
Banned in Indonesia for being too communistic and for other political
reasons.
The Gulag Archipelago by Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
Written in secret from 1958 to 1968, author and supporters were tortured
and pursued by the KGB. Banned in the Soviet Union because it went
against the common way of thinking there.
The King Never Smiles by Paul M. Handley
Banned in Thailand for its criticism of King Bhumibol Adulyadej. (2006)
Ulysses by James Joyce
Challenged and temporarily banned in the US in 1921 for its sexual
content. Ban overturned in United States v. One Book Called Ulysses.

Conceptual Direction:

Censorship is an action directed against an individual. It is a control of
speech, the implantation of one’s ideologoy upon another by force. Thus
with this in mind I intend to construct a website devoted to the cause of
free speech that becomes censored itself. To illustrate that the original
words have been altered, that censorship is more than the absence of
speech, but a transformation of speech.

Conceptual Direction Summary:

Two skins of site. Mockingly anti-speech censored version and
pro-speech original version.

The website will begin with a preloader which, through animation, design,
and functionality, tells the user that the site they are entering documents
human rights abuses tied with freedom of speech.

Site begins as pro-speech.

After preloading the interface will begin to animate in but become altered
and obscured by government censors. Ultimately the site will be
completely changed, brought to the user by their national government (as
read in by IP).

Simulate government censorship after preloading.

This new censored site will contain the same content but with different
copy which suggests the necessity/nobility of censorship. This will be
portrayed as elitist Orwellian doublethink; there can be no debate which
side is right. Ultimately this tone should be entertaining and interesting.
The hypocracy should be fun to explore.

Censored version has the same content, but applauding
censorship.

To further this, the censored version will continously censor itself.
Redactions will constantly strikethrough the copy and add in new copy.
The content will blend together (programatically/randomly if possible),
creating both alarmingly hostile and unexpectadly goofy permutations
which, although vastly different in tone, retain the same core message.

Censored version will censor itself. Copy will be
redacted/altered.

The actual timeline will a prison for dissident thought. This will be
represented by a grid which will suck in floating particles, transforming
them into uniform figures. Since the content has differing degrees of
importance the different units will have scales consistent with this.

Timeline is a grid that pulls in dissident thought, transforming it
into the uniform.

Floating outside of this prison will be particles which represent submissive thought. On rollover they may display humorous copy such as “I
dreamed I was Big Brothers’s ‘stach.” or “I respect you’re authority!” On
contact with with a particle on its way to the prison they will be
tranformed. The user may dragging them. Their purpose is to give
context for society and illustrate how censorship is allowed to happen.

Sumissive thought floats outside as particles. Can be
transformed into dissident thought when dragged onto one.

To control the content the user will have access to a key/organizer. The
user will be able to sort (ie change the scales) based on type of censorship (religious, political, social, other), magnitude of censorship (value the
editor of the site will assign), most recent, and chronological.

User can sort the content.

To access the details of a unit the user will click on it and the site will
transition into the details.

User clicks on unit to get details.

Throughout the censored version there will be glitches of the underlying
uncensored site coming through. This will illustrate that the original site is
still intact. They will increase in frequency until there is a constant glitchy
area on the screen which leads to the original site. I intend on leaving it
subtle enough in the beginning so as to give the user a chance to explore
the censored site and then eventually realize that they had the option for
the uncensored site the whole time.

Glitches of uncensored site increase in prominence. User can
click on this to find the uncensored version.

Upon transitioning to the uncensored site, the true copy will be revealed.
Functionally it will be the same, but the copy will be fixed. There may be
new minor interactivity introduced.

New site is functionally the same except for maybe a little
incidental interactivity added.

This is a secondary concern however. The big addition will be the
addition of a set of tools to take down the censored site. First the user
will be given the power to free the uniform units from the prison and
those floating. Transformed they will flutter off the screen. The title copy
will acknowledge this humorously/furiously (”What are you doing Dave?”
and “I COMMAND YOU TO STOP WORM!”). GlaDOS-esque.

User given the tool to free the units of the censored site. Title
text acknowledges this.

Then the user will be able write on the screen, masking out the remaining
censored site and fully revealing the uncensored behind.

User given tools to erase the censored site.

Hooray! Victory over evil! The user now will be rewarded for saving
individual thought! The site will continue to function as it has from the
start but now there will be the option to “simulate censorship” to bring it
back.

User rewarded visually and textually. Given option to reset the
site.

Aesthetic Direction:

The general direction will be very typographic based. The focus should
be the words rather than imagery since censorship is most associated
with text.
Simple shapes and forms will be used to create the interface and
communicate the themes.
Censor techniques such as black bars, pixelation, bluring, beeping,
strikethroughs, redubbing, etc. will be utilized.
The censorship page will be very stark and sterile/whitewashed. The
dominate form will be the rectangle. For the most part it will be black and
white. With the timeline I aim to imply a monolith using large contrast in
scale and value. Overall control, authority, and suppression are the focus.
Movement shall be horizontal and vertical
The glitching for the censorship page will include screen tearing.
The uncensored page, by contrast, will be more colorful and organic. The
interface shall imply a monument rather than monolith (reinforced by the
title of the page “Monument of the Lost Words”).

Preloader/Intro:
Purpose:
Immediatly grasp users attention.
Convince user to explore site within 6 seconds.
Set the tone and content of the site.
Display load times.
Content:
Amount loaded.
Title.
Censorship statement.
Functionality:
Load the site.
Display load times.
Get users IP and find government for the censorship statement.
Design:
Minimal design elements.
Set the stage for the data view.
Have a a logo form which is replaced.

Censored Data Grid:
Purpose:
Entertain the user. Think GlaDOS.
Convey the hypocritical doublethink of censorship. Think Orwell.
Illustrate the imprisonment of ideas.
Give a basic indication of the different kinds of censorship, their
amounts, the amount by time, etc. Very basicly shown via the relationships within the grid.
Content:
Title. Ever changing title of the site.
Site purpose. Ever changing copy.
Unrestricted speech. Little tidbit thoughts ranging from “Authority is
O.K.” to mainstream thoughts like “I wonder if these pants make me
look fat.”
Key of different types of censorship.
Title of units (on mouse over).
List of all entries (optional and hidden from start).
Functionality:
Randomly change copy.
Gather data from XML, put into an array, create rectangles scaled based
on the importance of the unit, fit rectangles into the censorship grid.
Reorganize the grid based on importance, type of censorship, and date
of censorship.
Random floating thoughts.
Option to display a list of all the entries for more informative, less
experiential, organization of data. Grid remains on screen.
Mouse over and clicked states for units of the grid.
Way to switch to the uncensored site.
Design:
Minimal design elements.
Monolithic black grid which implies a prison.
Black and white. Limit color to suppressed thoughts which are transfered
into the prison grid.
Units in the grid have an indication of their type of censorship.
Animation only occurs in 90 degree angles. Even timing.

Censored Data Unit:
Purpose:
Entertain the user.
Display content of censoreship unit.
Content:
Title.
Copy.
Pixelated Imagery (static, film, or animation).
Functionality:
Back to main.
Video/slide show controls.
Design:
Minimal design elements.
Very simple so that many different entries can be added.

Uncensored Data Monument:
Purpose:
Reward the user. Friendly and complimentary language and interactivty.
Directly state the hypocracy/consequences/villiany of censorship. Clearly
illustrate that censorship is bad and that all the instances documented in
the site are tragic, whether or not you agree with the speech which has
been censored.
Content:
Title.
Site purpose and commentary about censorship.
Author/Editor/Curator of the site. Give it personality and a face.
Unrestricted speech. Little tidbit thoughts ranging from “Fuck the Queen”
to mainstream thoughts like “I wonder if these pants make me look fat.”
Key of different types of censorship.
Title of units (on mouse over).
List of all entries (optional and hidden from start).
Explain tools to destroy censored site.
Functionality:
Gather data from XML, put into an array, create shapes scaled based on
the importance of the unit, place shapes in monument
Reorganize the monument based on importance, type of censorship, and
date of censorship.
Random floating thoughts.
Option to display a list of all the entries for more informative, less
experiential, organization of data. Monument remains on screen.
Mouse over and clicked states for units.
Way to switch to the censored site.
Tools to destory the censored site presented.
Design:
Minimal design elements.
Colorful. More fleshed out than the censored version.
Circles and curves.
Organic movement.

Uncensored Data Unit:
Purpose:
Illustrate that this speech has been tragically silenced.
Provide factual information about this censored event.
Content:
Uncensored title.
Uncensored copy.
Imagery (static, film, or animation).
Functionality:
Back to main.
Video/slide show controls.
Design:
Minimal design elements.
Very simple so that many different entries can be added.

Censored Data Destruction:
Purpose:
Entertain the user. Think GlaDOS.
Empower the user against censorship. Show the user that censorship is
not inevitable, that it can be fought.
Content:
Title. Ever changing title of the site.
Site purpose. Ever changing copy. Acknowledges destruction.
Unrestricted speech. Little tidbit thoughts ranging from “Authority is
O.K.” to mainstream thoughts like “I wonder if these pants make me
look fat.”
Key of different types of censorship.
Title of units (on mouse over).
List of all entries (optional and hidden from start).
Explanation of the tools to destroy the site.
Functionality:
Randomly change copy. Acknowledges destruction.
Gather data from XML, put into an array, create rectangles scaled based
on the importance of the unit, fit rectangles into the censorship grid.
Reorganize the grid based on importance, type of censorship, and date
of censorship.
Random floating thoughts.
Option to display a list of all the entries for more informative, less
experiential, organization of data. Grid remains on screen.
Mouse over and clicked states for units of the grid.
Way to switch to the uncensored site.
Tools to destroy the site. Free the imprisoned speech and restrained
floating thoughts. Spray paint to write over the site. User than tears the
movieclip containing the censored site in pieces, revealing the uncensored version underneath.
Design:
Minimal design elements.
Same as before.
Uncensored tools present on the censored site.

Uncensored Data Victory:
Purpose:
Reward the user.
Content:
Same as before except copy acknowledges your victory. Particles
acknowledge you too.
Trophy dedicated to you.
Functionality:
Same as before.
User can “simulate the censored version” again to basically reset the
website.
Trophy includes dynamic type. User can write something.
Design:
Same as before.
Trophy.

Sketch:

Monolith/Monument Wireframe:

Censored/Uncensored Unit Wireframe:

